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VISION STATEMENT:
“Peace & Prosperity through Promotion of Bi-lateral
Trade between Afghanistan and Pakistan”

Establishment of a Unique Chamber:
Pakistan Afghanistan Joint Chamber of
Commerce & Industry (PAJCCI)
The formation of Pakistan-Afghanistan Joint Chamber of
Commerce and Industry (PAJCCI) is a breath of fresh air
for both the countries. Despite existing political upheavals
and sensitive socio-cultural issues, the push for economic
collaboration from business community across the border
has always been explicit. The economic platforms are
eagerly rethinking their bilateral relationship and
discussions are underway with respect to reviving the
economic ties, curtailing smuggling and preventing flow
of prohibited goods. This pressing need was sensed by

Talks at Islamabad in December 2009 whereby the
meetings were held between private sectors of both the
countries, an understanding was developed to form
Pakistan Afghanistan Joint Chamber of Commerce and
Industry to address and resolve the issues of informal
trade. At the forum, Mr. Muhammad Zubair Motiwala,
represented private sector from Pakistan as former
President of Karachi Chamber of Commerce and Industry
and Mr. Khan Jan Alokozay, represented private sector
from Afghanistan as Deputy Director - Afghanistan

business representatives in both the countries and they
mutually agreed to establish a cooperative body on a
private initiative in order to bring the business
communities of the two countries closer together.

Chamber of Commerce. In this context, Memorandum of
Understanding was signed and representatives from both
the sides agreed to expedite the legal formation of this
entity on most urgent basis. At the instance, support of
the Deputy Minister Commerce and Industries, Islamic
Republic of Afghanistan-H.E. Adib Farhadi and Senior
Joint Secretary Ministry of Commerce, Islamic Republic of
Pakistan H.E. Shahid Bashir was instrumental as it was
also resultant of their untiring efforts in bringing both the
business communities closer together at one platform.

Pakistan Afghanistan Joint Chamber of Commerce &
Industry (PAJCCI) is a joint collaboration between Karachi
Chamber of Commerce and Industry (KCCI), Chaman
Chamber of Commerce and Industry (CCCI), Khyber
Pakhtoonkhwa Chamber of Commerce and Industry
(KPCCI) and Afghanistan Chamber of Commerce (ACCI).
The entity is duly recognized and licensed by Islamic
Republic of Afghanistan as well as Islamic Republic of
Pakistan.
The idea for establishment of this unique entity was
evolved after deliberation and meetings of business
persons from both the countries in Kabul and Islamabad.
During the 5th round of Afghanistan Pakistan Transit Trade
02
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Keeping significance of this formation in view, a joint
meeting was held on 1st February, 2010 hosted by KCCI
where ACCI and KCCI jointly inked the Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) for establishing the joint chamber.
Mr. Muhammad Zubair Motiwala chaired the meeting
whereby the rules of establishment were discussed and
outlined in form of revised MoU. It was signed by Vice
Chairman of Afghanistan Chamber of Commerce and

Industry, Mr. Khan Jan Alokozay and President - Karachi Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Mr. Abdul Majid Haji
Muhammad and was subsequently endorsed by Ministry of Commerce from both the countries.
Recognizing the importance of this initiative, the British Government offered to assist in the formation of the joint
chamber and its capacity building. For the due process and execution of project objectives effectively, British High
Commission (BHC) engaged Center for International Private Enterprise (CIPE), which is a non-profit affiliate of the US
Chamber of Commerce, as a technical partner and facilitator in the process.
To pave the way forward, KCCI and ACCI remain engaged in pertinent deliberations and in order to finalize the operational
modalities, a meeting was organized by KCCI in July 2011 whereby Mr. Atiqullah Nusrat & Mr. M. Daood Moosa from
ACCI and Mr. Talat Mahmood & Mr. Junaid Makda from KCCI finalized and signed the draft Bylaws to formulate PAJCCI.
Subsequent to this, both the Chapters of the Chamber registered themselves in accordance with laws and regulations in
their respective country and got incorporated and were awarded license to execute in November 2011. Pakistan Chapter
has been awarded license to operate as a Chamber on All-Pakistan basis. This Chamber is first of its kind, established
with full confidence of both the business communities, more importantly endorsed by respective Governments and
facilitated by Ministry of Commerce of both the countries.
The vision of this trans-border arrangement is not only to transform the economic landscape of the South and Central
Asian region but also to facilitate peace prospects and to curb extremism and terrorism. The Chamber was established
having members of Business and Industrial community from across the border with a motive to provide level playing
field for promoting the bi-lateral trade and investment, ensuring transfer of technology, exploring new trade
opportunities and areas of mutual interests, alleviating illegal trade and promoting positive image of both the countries
across the globe.

It would also be a catalyst to easing out any pressures induced by Political or Legal framework in the respective countries
in the most appropriate manner possible. It was agreed between the two sides to ease trade between the two countries
and all problems or hurdles are done away with. It was also decided to resolve the mutual issues amicably among the
representatives on the Board and then putting them forward to their respective governments unanimously.It was agreed
mutually that this platform will not only resolve trade based issues amicably but would also strategize on the macro-level
to facilitate respective Governments to revive bi-lateral political relationship as well, in the greater interest of both the
countries.
Under the visionary leadership, the Chamber aim to facilitate Pakistan to gain access to the Central Asian States via
Afghanistan and would further enhance the bilateral trade opportunities. The Chamber will serve to ensure win-win
situation for all stakeholders and will serve as a body to enhance trade relations between two brotherly nations without
succumbing to any unrelated political or cultural influence.
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Message of the President PAJCCI
The formation of Pakistan-Afghanistan Joint Chamber of Commerce and Industry
(PAJCCI) is a breath of fresh air for both the countries. Despite existing political
upheavals and sensitive socio-cultural issues, the business representatives in both the
countries mutually agreed to establish a cooperative body on a private initiative in order
to bring the business communities of the two countries closer. The entity is duly
recognized and licensed by Islamic Republic of Afghanistan as well as Islamic Republic
of Pakistan.
The core objective of this trans-border arrangement is not only to transform the economic
landscape of the South and Central Asian region but also to facilitate peace prospects.
The Chamber was established having members of Trade and Industrial community with a motive to provide level
playing field for promoting the bi-lateral trade and investment, ensuring transfer of technology, exploring new trade
opportunities and areas of mutual interests, minimizing cross border trade and promoting positive image of both the
countries across the globe.
It was agreed mutually that this platform will not only resolve trade based issues amicably but would strategize on
the macro-level to facilitate respective Governments to revive bi-lateral political relationship as well, in the greater
interest of both the countries.
As a Founder President of this unique Chamber, it would be my utmost priority to ensure win-win situation for all
stakeholders by resolving long pending issues between Business Community amicably, and help provide
facilitation to the business community across the border in the greater interest of both the nations. The Chamber will
serve as a body to enhance trade relations between two brotherly nations without succumbing to any unrelated
political or cultural influence.
I greatly welcome feedback and support of all the stakeholders in order to run this Chamber more effectively towards
attainment of cross-border mutual goals. I also thank members of the Executive body for posing confidence in me to
lead this Chamber in its critical first year. I hope that members of this body will play significant role in effectively
reducing the issues and enhancing bi-lateral ties between Pakistan and Afghanistan, in every aspect.
My visit along with Executive Committee and Members of Business Community to Afghanistan would InshaAllah
prove to be a leap forward in the enhancement of bi-lateral and trade relations between the two Countries.

Muhammad Zubair Motiwala
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Message of the Co-President PAJCCI
Pakistan is our Muslim brother country. We share with Pakistan more than 2000 km of
border, same religion, history, culture and language. Pakistan has been a route of
transportation for Afghanistan since the 18th century. Pakistan and Afghanistan both
play a key role in the ancient Silk Road. Pakistan Karachi port is the shortest and cheapest
to connect Afghanistan with the rest of the world. Afghanistan is the most important route
for Pakistan to connect with the Central Asian Countries. Central Asian Countries with a
population of close to sixty million people can become a market for Pakistani products
with a potential of twice the size of Afghanistan itself. Today, whatever Pakistan can
produce, has a market in Afghanistan; from food items to pharmaceuticals and
manufactured goods.
It has been necessary to bring both the countries under one roof which would help enhancing bilateral trade and
relations between the two countries. Establishment of the PAJCCI is the foremost step taken to connect both the
countries in different sectors. PAJCCI will help facilitate the traders across the borders to establish and access
businesses, investment, export and import. I am also of the opinion that the minor problems existing, on both sides
of our common border - that cannot be solved due to bureaucratic hurdles, will be ironed out by our mutual efforts
and under the umbrella of PAJCCI. So I would encourage the business community on both sides of the border to get
membership of PAJCCI and support the step we have taken to develop a better business relations and economic
development for both the countries.

Khan Jan Alokozay
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British High Commission and Center for
International Private Enterprise (CIPE)
facilitated action plan for the formation of
Pakistan Afghanistan Joint Chamber of
Commerce and Industry (PAJCCI)
The idea to develop this unique platform gained momentum in real sense after attaining accreditation and support by
competent authorities of both countries in 5th round of Afghanistan Pakistan Transit Trade Talks at Islamabad in
December 2009. To pave the way forward, pertinent deliberations were made in a joint meeting hosted by Karachi
Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KCCI) in February 2010 where ACCI and KCCI jointly signed the Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) for establishing the joint chamber.
Recognizing the importance of this initiative, the British government came forward and offered its support in the
formation of the joint chamber and engaged Center for International Private Enterprise (CIPE), which is a non-profit
affiliate of the US Chamber of Commerce, as a technical partner and facilitator in the process.
The British High Commission and CIPE mutually hosted first stakeholders' meeting in November 2010 which was
attended by representatives from Karachi Chamber of Commerce and Industry (KCCI), Chaman Chamber of Commerce
and Industry (CCCI), Khyber Pakhtoonkhwa Chamber of Commerce and Industry (KPCCI) and Afghanistan Chamber of
Commerce (ACCI). Additionally representatives from Ministry of Commerce, CIPE Pakistan and Afghanistan and
observers from UK, US and Canadian diplomatic missions also attended this important event.
The key objective of the meeting was to develop strategic direction for the formation of the joint chamber and to ascertain
the level of commitment from both sides. The intention was to facilitate in development of future course of action along
with identifying the best possible legal stature for such a unique entity.
On the occasion, Robert Gibson, British Deputy High Commissioner welcomed this initiative and stated that, "Trade is
vital to the future development and security of both Pakistan and Afghanistan. That's why I'm delighted to be here
today to support this initiative by the chambers of commerce. A Pakistan-Afghanistan Joint Chamber will allow the
private sector in both countries to establish relationships which will, in turn, bring stability and prosperity for the
people of Afghanistan and Pakistan. Government to Government relations alone are not sufficient, Pak-Afghan Joint
Chamber gives an opportunity to form real people to people, business to business links between Afghanistan and
Pakistan".
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Himayat Ullah Khan, Sr. Joint Secretary, Ministry of Commerce discussed the positive sides of Transit Trade Agreement
and also highlighted the importance of a Joint Chamber of Commerce. He reinforced that trade is one of the most
important economic activities for this region and established that Pakistan is committed to international agreement and
wants to work with its neighbour, Afghanistan closely on bilateral relations.
Zubair Motiwala while representing private sector of Pakistan, under umbrella of KCCI, deliberated on issues faced due
to unofficial border trade and shortcomings pertinent to Transit Trade Agreement in resolving them. He reiterated the
importance of this joint entity in bringing business communities of both the countries closer and resolving the issues
resulting due to illicit trade, bureaucratic hurdles and non-compliance of Transit agreement
The representative from ACCI, Azarakhsh Hafezi focused on implementation of Transit trade Agreement and
opportunities of trade between Pakistan and Afghanistan. He showed confidence that this platform would create win-win
situation for all stakeholders and would be welcomed whole-heartedly by business communities across the border.
The remaining session was facilitated by CIPE whereby future course of action and sustain ability plan was
comprehensively discussed for this unique entity.
It was agreed that respective chambers would expedite the process of PAJCCI's registration under their country’s
regulations and an effective and sustainable three year plan by both parties would be devised and submitted to BHC for
the flow of funding. It was also established that the list of nominated directors from both the sides would be composed
nd Bylaws for operational modalities would be framed for initiating the Chamber in a proper manner.
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MANAGEMENT OF PAJCCI

Pakistan Chapter

Muhammad Zubair Motiwala
President-PAJCCI

Managing Director
Diamond Textile (Pvt) Ltd.
Major Line of Business
The company stands out in the Textile industry by bringing
quality to the woven fabric, knitwear and home textiles market.
Printing, Dyeing, Batching/Finishing, Stitching, Embroidery /
Applique, Engraving a large variety of fabric product.

Usman Bashir Bilour
Vice President-PAJCCI

Chief Executive
Bilour Group of Companies
Major Line of Business
Manufacturer of Safety Matches
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Engr. Daroo Khan
Vice President-PAJCCI

Proprietor
Daroo Khan and Brothers Trading Co.
Major Line of Business
Transportation Services
Export: Construction Material / Cement, Food Items
Import: Herbals, Dry Fruits

Abdul Qayum Khalil
Director-PAJCCI

Chief Executive
Khalil Corporation
Major Line of Business
Indenting House engaged in multi businesses:
Wood pulp, Paper & Paperboard, Secondary Fibers, PP
Corrugated / Hollow and Solid Sheets, Coal, Tire, Timber,
Food items, Rice, Beverages, Wheat Straw, Chemicals,
Machinery
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Ghulam Sarwar Khan Mohmand
Director-PAJCCI

Chief Executive
Aries Pharmaceuticals (Pvt) Ltd.
Major Line of Business
Manufacturing Live Saving Drugs

Haji Abdul Qayum Kakkar
Director-PAJCCI

Proprietor
Haji Noor Muhammad and Co.
Major Line of Business
Clearing Agent for Afghan Transit Trade
Import / Export: Dry Fruits, Herbal
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Haji Hameedullah
Director-PAJCCI

Proprietor
Hameedullah and Company
Major Line of Business
Transit Trade Facilitation to Afghanistan
Export: Rice, Salt, Cement
Import: Iron Scrap, Dry Fruits

Junaid Esmail Makda
Director-PAJCCI

Chief Executive
Makda Group of Industries
Major Line of Business
Manufacturers & Exporters of Textiles, Knitwear Garments,
Home Textile, Bedsheets and Fabrics
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Muhammad Jawed Bilwani
Director-PAJCCI
Proprietor
JB Industries
Major Line of Business
Manufacturers & Exporters of Textiles, with a facility of Dye
House, Sewing Unit, Packing Unit, Huge Warehousing,
Finishing & Knitting

Talat Mahmood
Director-PAJCCI
Managing Partner
Ideal International
Major Line of Business
Dealing in Ready-made Garments and Bedsheets
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Zia ul Haq Sarhadi
Director-PAJCCI

Managing Director
Zia Custom Agency
Major Line of Business
Customs Clearance / Forwarding / Shipping and
Transportation services to the major units exporting to
Afghanistan
Border Agent at Torkham Customs Station
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Afghanistan Chapter

Khan Jan Alokozay
Co-President-PAJCCI
President
Khan Jan Alokozay Ltd.
Major Line of Business
Auto Parts

Mohammad Yonass Momand
Vice President-PAJCCI

President
Shadab Zafar Construction Housing Company
Major Line of Business
Construction Material
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Haji Atiqullah Mominzada
Vice President-PAJCCI

President
Momen Group of Companies
Major Line of Business
Cooking Oil and Food stuff

Ahmad Shah
Director-PAJCCI

Director
Masood Najeeb Ltd.
Major Line of Business
Tea & Electronic
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Azrakhsh Hafezi
Director-PAJCCI
Director
Azizi Bank
President
Council of Afghanistan Peace Association in Europe
Director
Voice of Peace Magazine

Gul Padshah

Director-PAJCCI

President
Nasiri Group of Companies
Major Line of Business
Construction, Sea Food, General Trading
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Hamayon S/O Khowaja Ahmad
Director-PAJCCI

President
Shuaib Sohrab Shakib Ltd.
Major Line of Business
Cooking Oil and Food stuff

Mohammad Daood Moosa
Director-PAJCCI
CEO
Legal Office
Major Line of Business
Legal Affairs
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Mohammad Hassan
Director-PAJCCI

President
Angaza Dry Fruit Co.
Major Line of Business
Dry Fruits & Medical Herbs

Noor Wali Yaqoobi
Director-PAJCCI

Chairman
Gulf Civil Engineering & Construction Co.
Major Line of Business
Construction Materials
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Nuzamudin Taj Zada
Director-PAJCCI
Director
Itihad Aftab Ltd.
Major Line of Business
Cooking Oil and Food stuff
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PAJCCI’S SECRETARIAT

Pakistan Chapter

Faiza Nasir

Secretary General

Syed Mairaj Ahmad

Business Development Manager

24
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Mufaddal Hussain
Finance Manager

Afghanistan Chapter

Abdul Ehsan Mohmand
Chief Executive Director

Naqibullah Safi

Membership Manager

Mohammad Naseem Noori
Manager Admin/Finance
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ECONOMIC INSIGHT-2012

Economy of Pakistan
The economy of Pakistan is the 26th largest in the world in terms of purchasing power parity (PPP), and 44th largest in
terms of nominal GDP. However as Pakistan has a population of over 183 million (the world's 6th-largest), thus GDP per
capita is $4,056 ranking 140th in the world. Pakistan has a high potential to become one of the world's largest economies
in the 21st century. The economy is semi-industrialized, with centres of growth along the Indus River. The main
industries working in Pakistan are textiles and apparel, food processing, pharmaceuticals, construction materials,
chemicals, cement, mining, machinery, steel, engineering, software and hardware, motorcycle and auto parts,
electronics, paper products, fertiliser and shrimp.

Exports of Pakistan
Pakistan exports rice, oranges, mangoes, furniture,
cotton fiber, cement, tiles, marble, textiles, clothing, 30,000
24,810
leather goods, sports goods (renowned for 25,000
23,624
footballs/soccer balls), cutlery, surgical instruments,
19,052
19,290
17,688
electrical appliances, software, carpets and rugs, ice 20,000
cream, livestock meat, chicken, powdered milk, wheat, 15,000
seafood (especially shrimp/prawns), vegetables,
processed food items, Pakistani-assembled Suzukis (to 10,000
Afghanistan and other countries), defence equipment
5,000
(submarines, tanks, radars), salt, onyx, engineering
0
goods, and many other items. Pakistan produces and
FY2008
FY2009
FY2010
FY2011
FY2012
exports cements to Asia and the Middle East. In August
2007, Pakistan started exporting cement to India to fill in
the shortage there, caused by the development boom.
Russia is a growing market for Pakistani exporters. In 2008 the export of Pakistan was US$ 19,052 Mn which declined by
-7.2% in 2009 but a significant upward shift of 9.1% was occurred in 2010 followed by 28.6% in 2011 making total
exports of US$ 24,810 Mn. As of 2012, Pakistan's exports stand with a decline of -4.8% at US$ 23,624 Mn.

Imports of Pakistan
Pakistan imports petroleum, petroleum products, machinery, plastics, transportation equipment, edible oils, paper and
paperboard, iron and steel, tea etc. Main import partners of Pakistan are China from which 19.8% of the total imports
were done followed by Saudi Arabia 12%, UAE 11.9% & Kuwait 6.2%.
50,000
44,912
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FY2012

In the year 2008 Pakistan imports were of US$ 39,966 Mn which
declined by 12.9% & 0.3% in 2009 & 2010 respectively. In 2011 the
imports were increased by 16.4% following 11.1% in 2012 making
total import of Pakistan as US$ 44,912 Mn.

Import & Export Trend

50,000

As discussed above, in 2009, the export trend showed a decline of
7.2%. However, an increasing trend was complemented in 2010 and
2011 of 9.1% and 28.6% respectively, while again a decline of 4.8%
was observed in 2012. Likewise, imports declined in 2009 by 12.9%
and thereafter showed an increasing trend over the next 3 years
period from 0.3% in 2010, 16.4% in 2011 to 11.1% in 2012.
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Trade Balance

TB Growth %
60.0%

54.2%
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36.4%
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Trade balance of Pakistan was 54.2% in 2008 followed by -18.1% in
2009, -10% in 2010 & 1.2% in 2011. Significant difference occurred
in 2012 where TB Growth was 36.4%, this is because there was an
increase in Imports of Pakistan & Decline in Exports. Trade Balance of
Pakistan in 2012 was US$ -21,288 Mn.
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Changing Trends
In 2010 and 2011 exports increased significantly, i.e. 9.1% and 28.6%
respectively, in comparison to increase in imports, -0.3% and 16.4%,
thereby, restricting the increasing trend of trade balance to 10% and 1.2% only. However, the decline in exports by 4.8% and increase in
imports by 11.1% in 2012, contributed significant increase of
36.4%to the trade balance.
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Economy of Afghanistan
Afghanistan GDP
The Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in Afghanistan was
worth 17.87 billion US dollars in 2012. The GDP value of
Afghanistan represents 0.03 percent of the world
economy. As reported by World Bank, GDP in
Afghanistan averaged 5.10 USD Billion from 1960 until
2012, reaching an all time high 17.87 USD Billion in 2012
and a record low of 0.54 USD Billion in 1960.
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The Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in Afghanistan expanded
9.50 percent in 2013 from the previous year. As reported by
Central Statistics Organization of Afghanistan, GDP Annual
Growth Rate in Afghanistan averaged 10.8 Percent from 2003
until 2012, reaching an all-time high of 28.60 Percent in 2003
and a record low of 2.30 Percent in 2009.
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Afghanistan GDP per Capita
The Gross Domestic Product per Capita in Afghanistan
was last recorded at 373.45 US dollars in 2012. As
reported by World Bank, GDP per Capita in Afghanistan is
equivalent to 3 percent of the world's average. GDP per
capita in Afghanistan averaged 201.78 USD from 1960
until 2012, reaching an all-time high of 373.45 USD in
2012 and a record low of 54.36 USD in 1962.
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Afghanistan Exports

Afghanistan Exports
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As reported by Central Statistics Organization of
Afghanistan, Exports in Afghanistan decreased 375.85
USD Million in 2012 from 388.5 USD Million in 2011.
Exports in Afghanistan averaged 357.32 USD Million
from 2000 until 2012, reaching an all time high of 837.04
USD Million in 2001 and a record low of 69.10 USD
Million in 2002.

Afghanistan Imports

Afghanistan Imports

10000

As reported by Central Statistics Organization of
Afghanistan, Imports in Afghanistan increased to
6390.31 USD Million in 2012 from 5154.25 USD Million
in 2011. Imports in Afghanistan averaged 3358.03 USD
Million from 2003 until 2012, reaching an all time high of
6390.31 USD Million in 2012 and a record low of
1966.07 USD Million in 2005.
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As reported by Central Statistics Organization of
Afghanistan, Afghanistan recorded a trade deficit of 6014
USD Million in 2012. Balance of Trade in Afghanistan
averaged -2978.62 USD Million from 2003 until 2012,
reaching an all time high of -1660.92 USD Million in 2005
and a record low of -6014 USD Million in 2012.
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PRESIDENT’S REVIEW

This is my utmost privilege to be selected as the First President of Pakistan Afghanistan Joint Chamber of Commerce and
Industry (PAJCCI) by directors from both Pakistan and Afghanistan unanimously. I also congratulate my counterpart Mr.
Khan Jan Alokozay to be selected as Co-President of this unique chamber.
The formation of this chamber was more of a realization of mutual dream which was inked in black and white during the 5th
round of Afghanistan Pakistan Transit Trade Talks at Islamabad in December 2009 whereby the meetings were held
between private sectors of both the countries and an understanding was developed to form Pakistan Afghanistan Joint
Chamber of Commerce and Industry to address and resolve the issues of informal trade. This chamber is a result of
collaboration between Karachi Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KCCI), Afghanistan Chamber of Commerce & Industry
(ACCI), Khyber Pakhtoonkhwa Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KPCCI) and Chaman Chamber of Commerce & Industry
(CCCI), strongly supported and endorsed by respective Governments and Ministry of Commerce.
It is vital to acknowledge the support extended by British High Commission and Center for International Private Enterprises
(CIPE) in its formation and initiation.
The board of PAJCCI was composed in the first meeting held in Karachi in March 2012 and its two offices initiated the
operations, one in Karachi and other in Kabul. There are eleven members each, as directors on board from each chapter. As
per mutual consensus, the elected leadership would be on rotational basis, one year from Pakistan and another year from
Afghanistan. For the first year, I was elected as President whereas Co-President Khan Jan Alokozay represents
Afghanistan.
The core objective of this Chamber is to facilitate peace prospects and strengthen economic and trade ties between the two
brotherly nations, Pakistan and Afghanistan. It would also be a catalyst to easing out any pressures induced by Political or
Legal framework in the respective countries in the most appropriate manner possible. It was agreed between the two sides
to ease trade between the two countries and all problems / hurdles are done away with. It was also decided to resolve the
issues in board amicably and then put forward to respective governments. It would also strengthen main stream trade
from a parallel trade and will open ancient silk route to CIS countries.
The following progress report will illustrate PAJCCI's commitment to become the voice of stakeholders by providing
avenues for enhancement of bilateral and transit trade in addition to providing strategic framework to both business and
official community to enhance potential and rectify issues that are hampering congenial relationship.
My intention here is to provide you with an insight over PAJCCI's achievements in a year whereas details of all below
specified items are covered comprehensively in the Annual Report further.

Excellence in PAJCCI's Operations:
Since inception PAJCCI focussed on professionally managed organization with right expertise and competence. Across
the border, experienced and relevant staff members were inducted and board committees were formulated. Keeping high
standards and intense requirements of regulatory authorities, British High Commission and CIPE complemented by long
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run experience of PAJCCI's executive body, firstly accounting manual was devised for proper transparency and effective
financial management. In congruence with the vision and objectives of PAJCCI, membership of the Chamber was launched
in June 2012 and by the end of the year 2012, total membership status was 291. Financial audit for the year was conducted
keeping in view regulatory requirements in both the countries. Additionally donor based audits showed significantly
positive results as well.
PAJCCI is immensely technological in its approach, from emails and corporate sms service to an updated website is its
clear focus. The user-friendly website is developed both in English and Pushto (www.pajcci.com). The target is to improve
the website whereby services would be delivered to members in most convenient and interactive manner. PAJCCI also has
its presence on social media.

B2B linkages and enhancement of networking across the border:
PAJCCI aims to aggressively pursue its goal of enhancing B2B linkages between the business communities across the
border. During first year of its formation, PAJCCI exchanged two delegations one from each side of the border. The
delegates met several important dignitaries in both the countries, received an opportunity to voice their concerns and also
interacted with businesses and trading community on both the sides.
First Trade Delegation arrived from Afghanistan in July 2012. At this point, PAJCCI met Mr. Munir Qureshi, Secretary,
Ministry of Commerce to deliberate upon mutual transit issues and resolutions for improvement of bi-lateral ties. The
delegation was also invited by Honorable Chief Minister, Sindh where issues of common interest were discussed. During
this time, PAJCCI also participated in My Karachi Exhibition organized by Karachi Chamber of Commerce & Industry, which
enhanced prospects of interaction for the delegation.
Later 31 member hi level delegation visited Afghanistan in October 2012 from Pakistan, whereby they met all relevant
ministries and officials in Afghanistan including Ministry of Commerce-Afghanistan, Afghanistan Investment Support
Agency, Afghanistan Chamber of Commerce and Industry and Ambassador of Pakistan in Afghanistan. A remarkable B2B
activity was organized and market visits were also done to assess potential in the untapped market of Afghanistan.
PAJCCI also collaborated with Rawalpindi Chamber of Commerce & Industry and organized ‘Made in Pakistan Exhibition’
in Kabul to facilitate Pakistani businesses in exploring possible opportunities in Afghanistan.
To advance the development of a professional forum, PAJCCI intends to conduct Annual Conferences, workshops and
deliberation sessions. Recently PAJCCI has undertaken a “Business Perception Survey” jointly conducted in both the
countries, which is at final stage. On the basis of its resultants, first conference of PAJCCI will be held in first quarter of
2013 in Islamabad.
PAJCCI believes that exchange of delegation and other such initiatives would be leap forward in enhancement of bi-lateral
ties between the two neighboring countries.

PAJCCI as hub to enhance Regional Collaborations:
PAJCCI has been contacted by several chambers for collaboration and other international embassies to have tri-partite
arrangements. In this context, PAJCCI as a first step is planning to launch its institutional membership and intends to grow
its reach and coverage.

Meetings with Officials and Diplomatic Missions:
The foremost objective of PAJCCI was to rise to the level where governmental officials and diplomatic missions across the
border accept this unique entity as the authority not only on Pak-Afghan issues but as a torch bearer of regional integration.
In its first year only, PAJCCI got significant attention not only from British High Commission, US Embassy and USAID but it
was contacted by Tajikistan and Turkey Embassies to initiate tri-partite arrangements. M. Onart, Consul General of Turkey
in Karachi visited PAJCCI to discuss the concept of creating a triangular arrangement between the three countries
(Pakistan, Afghanistan and Turkey) for strengthening the regional trade relations.
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German Consul General also visited PAJCCI with an interest to link and strengthen regional trade and to support
stabilization process in Afghanistan as a means to the end.
During the year several meetings were held with relevant officials that facilitated PAJCCI and its members in conveying
their reservations to the right authority and also ensured development of appropriate resolutions. The deliberations were
done with Mr. Munir Qureshi, Secretary, Ministry of Commerce, Pakistan whereas H.E. Chief Minister, Sindh also ensured
his full support to PAJCCI in satiating its challenges.
PAJCCI's Delegation in Kabul also met H.E. Mohammad Sadiq, Ambassador of Pakistan in Kabul, Mr. Mozammil Shinwari,
Deputy Minister of Trade, Ministry of Commerce and Industry Afghanistan and H.E. Wafiullah Iftikhar, President / CEO Afghanistan Investment Support Agency (AISA). The discussions revolved mainly around consolidation of efforts
undertaken by private sectors across the border under the umbrella of PAJCCI to ensure grievance resolution and better
integration leading towards stable and more powerful regional block.

PAJCCI as a joint spokesperson of Private Sector across the border:
Advisory role of PAJCCI is now well established where both Chapters ensures settlement of critical issues amongst the
business entities across the border. Similarly coordination with ministries, custom officials and related consulates or
embassies is increasing whereby they also facilitate resolution of issues. In recent past, several SROs were issued
resolving the problems of business community upon intervention of PAJCCI.
Keeping significance of APTTA 2010 between the two countries it was identified that a meeting of stakeholders will be
conducted in both the countries to highlight matters of importance that needs prompt resolution. As an initiative, APTTA
2010 document which was only available in English, whereby most of the stakeholders either speak Urdu or Pushto,
PAJCCI translated this critical document in Urdu, Dari and Pushto and made it readily available online on PAJCCI's website.
A meeting of stakeholders was conducted to review APTTA 2010 agreement in September 2012 and draft was prepared on
both the sides. During the visit to Kabul in October 2012 and in PAJCCI's 3rd Board Meeting, APTTA was critically
discussed and 8 most important resolutions were agreed upon mutually to resolve long pending issues between the
business communities across the border. The same were presented jointly in APTTCA meeting in October 2012 and few of
the most important resolutions were also agreed upon by Ministry of Commerce of both the countries.

First Business Perception Survey:
In its efforts to further develop the baseline to enhance trade and investment between the two countries, first Joint
Business Perception Survey is also initiated and will be completed in December 2012. This study is the first step towards
ensuring constructive engagement between business communities across the border. This report will capture trends in
bilateral trade as well as recent developments in the light of post-APTTA 2010 agreement.
Fifty four face to face in-depth interviews are conducted with respondents in Afghanistan (Kabul, Qandahar and Jalalabad)
and Pakistan (Peshawar, Chaman and Karachi). A major contribution of this study will be its reliance on the opinions of
leading businessmen, entrepreneurs as well as government officials from both Afghanistan and Pakistan. It is hoped that
this report will provide credible foundations for undertaking an advocacy agenda to promote bilateral trade while
addressing the concerns of the trading communities of both the countries.
The International Edition of the Survey will be launched in 1st Annual Conference of PAJCCI in January 2013 whereas the
final version will be available in four languages: English, Dari, Pushto and Urdu.
This unique international chamber is focused on ensuring economic stability and enhancing prospects for bilateral
relations between the two nations. We, as a team, aspire to become self-sustainable and more proactive in extending the
support to business community in both the countries. The conclusion of first year has provided us greater insights and we
aim to establish a more focused strategic framework for strengthening the ties amongst the two countries economically,
leading toward peace and prosperity in the region.
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MARCH 2012:
Composition of Board &
Inauguration of PAJCCI

Board and Committee Composition of
PAJCCI

The 1st meeting of the Board of Directors of Pakistan Afghanistan Joint Chamber of Commerce and Industry (PAJCCI)
was held on March 13th, 2012 in Karachi with the core focus on constitution of the board, overall management and
administration perspectives and joint program objectives.
During the meeting, composition of board was determined. As per mutual consensus, the elected leadership was
decided to be on rotational basis, one year from Pakistan and another year from Afghanistan. For the first year, Mr. Zubair
Motiwala was unanimously chosen as President from Pakistan side and Mr. Khan Jan Alokozay as Co-President from
Afghanistan side. From each side, two vice presidents were also elected. Mr. Usman Bashir Bilour and Engr. Daroo Khan
Achakzai from Pakistan and Mr. Mohammad Yonass Momand and Haji Atiqullah Mominzada from Afghanistan were
selected. Total board was constituted of 11 members from each country.
The Board Committees were also instituted with the following members assigned from each chapter:

PAJCCI - Pakistan Chapter
Muhammad Zubair Motiwala
Usman Bashir Bilour
Engr. Daroo Khan
Junaid Esmail Makda
Ghulam Sarwar Khan Mohmand
Engr. Daroo Khan
Haji Hameedullah
Talat Mahmood
Zia ul Haq Sarhadi
Ghulam Sarwar Khan Mohmand
A.Q. Khalil
Haji Abdul Quyyum Kakar
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PAJCCI - Afghanistan Chapter

Executive Committee
President
Khan Jan Alokozay
Vice President
Mohammad Yonass Momand
Vice President
Haji Atiqullah Mominzada
Finance & Audit Committee
Chairman
Mohammad Daood Moosa
Nuzamudin Tajzada
Haji Hamayoon
Membership Committee
Ahmad Shah
Chairman
Haji Hasan
Noor Wali Yaqoobi
Advocacy Committee
Mohammad Yonass Momand
Chairman
Haji Atiqullah Mominzada
Gul Padshah

President
Vice President
Vice President
Chairman

Chairman

Chairman

After being nominated as founder President of this august forum unanimously, Mr. Motiwala thanked the forum for
honoring him with the post of President and envisioned this platform to be a turning point for bi-lateral and trade
relations between both the countries. He further elaborated that strengthening of private sector to private sector
relationship will substantiate the win-win situation for both the countries.

He accredited the support and involvement of not only governments of the respective countries but also of UK and USA
for establishing this entity. He extended special thanks to the team of CIPE for taking keen interest in the constitution of
this Chamber. He extended his gratitude towards Chairman BMG, Mr. Siraj Kassam Teli for envisioning this unique entity
and for his untiring support. Additionally he acknowledged efforts of Mian Abrar Ahmed, President KCCI for facilitation in
registration of this establishment.
He greatly applauded the contributions of all founding directors from both the chapters in making this dream a reality.He
showed confidence in acumen and potential of his counterpart Mr. Khan Jan Alokozay and established that support and
commitment from both sides will help this Chamber in attainment of desired objectives identified by business and
trading communities across the border.
He critically emphasized on the point that even though there were two countries involved in formation of this Chamber
but from now on all concerned should consider it as one platform for raising and resolving the mutual issues.
He emphasized that the enacted board has a very vital responsibility of not only to ensure peace in the region but also to
strengthen trade relations. The focus of the board should critically be to increase the “Official Trade” between the two
countries. He established that generally it is matter of misunderstanding, interpretation and perception that aggravates
the situation whereas the people from both the sides share same culture, working preferences and they also look alike
therefore there is no reason that relations between the two countries cannot be improved.Therefore the ultimate motive
should be to resolve the issues between the business communities of the two nations amicably by discussion and
negotiation. The resolutions generated may then be presented to the respective officials and Government unanimously
to have an appropriate impact on the macro level.
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Mr. Alokozai also applauded the role of concerned Governments in establishing this Chamber and conveyed regards of
Afghanistan's Honorable President, Mr. Hamid Karzai on formation of this joint chamber and specified that Mr. Karzai is
very keen to see developments in the private sector with support of this Chamber. He emphasized that the trade
relationship between the two countries must be enhanced and strengthened through this platform. He further
emphasized that the core objective of this Chamber must be to alleviate problems and remove obstacles that are
hindering peaceful and progressive relationship between the two countries.
At this historical event, Mr. Andrew Wilson, Regional Director CIPE was also present
to endorse his support both on behalf of CIPE and British High Commission. He
expressed that this was a very remarkable moment and as per his personal
experience of working in both the countries he believed that this newly formed
entity is in very efficient hands and will surely be able to achieve its desired results.
Mr. Wilson assured full support and commitment from CIPE for this project, in
order to make this establishment sustainable and successful in every aspect. He
congratulated PAJCCI Board on behalf of CIPE and US Chamber of Commerce &
Industry.
President PAJCCI also thanked Mr. Zafar Mahmood, Secretary Ministry of
Commerce, Mr. Tariq Bhori and Minister Mr. Amin Faheem for facilitating the
registration process of this Chamber. He then invited S.M. Tariq Huda, Director
General at Trade Development Authority of Pakistan (TDAP) who was deputed by
Ministry of Commerce to attend the inaugural meeting on its behalf.
Mr. Tariq Huda accredited the efforts of all associated chambers that led to the formation of Pakistan Afghanistan Joint
Chamber of Commerce & Industry. He congratulated the elected office bearers and
wished them success in their endeavors. He also ensured that support will always
be extended by Government of Pakistan and Ministry of Commerce to this
Chamber in order to facilitate and pave ways for trade and relationship
development between the two neighboring countries. He believed that
entrepreneurs and business community in both the countries will take positive
initiatives to strengthen the bi-lateral trade between them. He mentioned that it
definitely goes as a credit to the business community that the official trade last year
between the two nations has been doubled in comparison to 2007-2008. But he
also emphasized that the same is unattainable if the Governments involved do not
pay heed to these efforts. As Ministry of Commerce is on the forefront to support
such bi-lateral trade initiatives therefore they fully encouraged the idea to establish
the Joint chamber of such stature. He was hopeful that this platform will help
strengthen the trade and alleviate the issues in the greater interest of both the
countries and for their economic stability.
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Pre- Board Meeting on March 12, 2012
in Karachi
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Board Meeting on March 13, 2012
in Karachi
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Press Conference on March 13, 2012
in Karachi
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PAJCCI Delegation called-on H.E. Syed
Qaim Ali Shah, Chief Minister Sindh
On the historical occasion of constitution of the Board, the directors and delegation of PAJCCI visited Chief Minister
House Sindh.
Honorable Chief Minister established confidence on this entity and stated “Setting up of the Pakistan Afghanistan Joint
Chamber of Commerce and Industry augured well for enhancing the trade volume between the two countries”.
He added that this is a good platform and would help further promoting the bilateral trade between the two countries,
these better trade relations would also prove to be beneficial for the people across the border. He further established that
the Afghan route would help Pakistan's access to the Central Asian States and would further enhance the regional trade
opportunities.
He also congratulated the Board of this newly formed Chamber and reiterated his confidence on the directors in
achieving the desired results.
Zubair Motiwala, President PAJCCI deliberated on the vision and objectives of the Chamber and expressed his gratitude
towards the Government especially H.E. Asif Ali Zardari, President of Islamic Republic of Pakistan in supporting the
initiative.
Khan Jan Alokozay, Co-President PAJCCI thanked Chief Minister for the warm welcome extended to the members of the
delegation and established that intention is to greatly foster bilateral trade from this forum. He also mentioned that
before coming to Pakistan, they had called-on President of Islamic Republic of Afghanistan, H.E. Hamid Karzai and
informed him about the initiative. The Afghan President had expressed his pleasure on the move and ensured his full
support in this context.
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Inauguration of PAJCCI Offices
Pakistan office
PAJCCI Pakistan Chapter started working since February 2012 with the induction of Secretary General and operational
activities were initiated. But on March 14, 2012 it was officially inaugurated by Mr. Siraj Kassam Teli, Chairman of
Businessmen Group and Former President, Karachi Chamber of Commerce and Industry along with Mr. Zubair
Motiwala-President PAJCCI, Mr. Khan Jan Alokozay Co-President PAJCCI and Directors of PAJCCI from both the sides.
At this instance, President KCCI, Mian Abrar Ahmad along with Managing Committee of KCCI was also present. The
office is situated on first floor in KCCI Building.
Mr. Teli while inaugurating the office expressed hope that PAJCCI will
accelerate the pace of trade between two countries by facilitating business
community of both the countries to boost two-way trade and explore new
business avenues. He assured best cooperation from KCCI and felicitated
the office bearers of this newly formed Chamber.
KCCI also hosted ceremony within its premises and later the PAJCCI Board
members with all delegates were invited by KCCI on a Grand dinner where
they also interacted with Managing Committee and Office bearers of KCCI.
The event was also attended by Shah Ahmed Saeed, Consul General Afghan
Consulate Karachi.

Afghanistan office
PAJCCI Afghanistan Chapter office was officially inaugurated
in June, 2012 in Afghanistan Chamber of Commerce and
Industry compound. The key participants in the ceremony
were Mr. Muzamil Shinwari - Deputy Minister of Commerce
and Industry, Mr. Faiz Rasoul - Commercial Attaché of
Honorable Pakistan Embassy in Afghanistan, Vice President
of Afghanistan Investment Support Agency, representatives
from private sector of Afghanistan, Board members of ACCI &
PAJCCI Afghanistan Chapter and media. The ceremony was
followed by Press Conference, informing stakeholders about
inception of such vital forum.
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Inauguration of PAJCCI office on
March 14, 2012 in Karachi
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Dinner hosted by KCCI for PAJCCI on
March 14, 2012 in Karachi
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Presentation of Souvenirs on
March 15, 2012 in Karachi
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REVIEW OF COMMITTEE MEETINGS

Membership and Services Committee
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Pakistan

Afghanistan

Haji Hameedullah
Chairman

Ahmad Shah
Chairman

Talat Mahmood

Mohammad Hassan

Zia ul Haq Sarhadi

Noor Wali Yaqoobi
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A)

TERMS OF REFERENCE (TOR) FOR THE MEMBERSHIP & SERVICES COMMITTEE

During the first meeting, Terms of Reference (TORs) for the committee was developed with the mutual interaction of
both the chapters.
The Membership & Services committee shall be empowered by the board to develop and recommend:
Categories and level of Membership dues including renewal.
Strategy for Promotion of membership.
Steps for retention of membership.
Procedure for invoking the membership.
Potential services and service structures including fees.
Any other task to be given by the board.

B)

MEMBERSHIP LAUNCH

PAJCCI opened its membership to the business and trading community across the border in the month of June 2012.
The launch was done through SMS service, advertisements in the newspapers, emails, individualized letters and
interaction with private sector.
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C)

MEMBERSHIP DRIVE AND SERVICES

Keeping in view, varying regulatory requirements in both the countries it was decided that the membership drive and
service charges may be decided by respective chapters through their Executive committee as per demand of their
clientele. Similarly the membership year and renewal practices would also be adopted according to their respective
regulatory framework.
It was though decided that the design of Membership Certificate and Card would be same and would be in English for
both the chapters to ensure consistency.
In general, following services were decided to be offered by PAJCCI in the initial phase:
Ensuring accessibility to Trade and Investment opportunities by identifying and developing ties with the right
institutions across border for facilitation of members in this context.
Exclusive Trade- Lead and Match-Making Services will be provided to members in finding right counterparts
across the border and to strengthen bi-lateral business.
Ensuring facilitation to members at governmental, official and private sector level by raising voice on their
behalf for mutual benefit and for tapping the existing potential across border.
Business Advisory Services
B2B Networking services
Providing key information about new opportunities, existing opportunities, legal framework applicable in both
the countries, development of understanding related to APTTA issues etc.
Base level facilitation by ensuring constant flow of reliable information and facilitation in obtaining visas.
Conducting surveys at both ends related to business opportunities and challenges to identify advocacy
elements across border.
Developing policy framework suggestions by obtaining stakeholders' preview first hand and providing the same
to relevant ministries across the border as facilitation and feedback mechanism.
Liaising with relevant stakeholders in cases of Arbitration across border.
Ensuring participation and contribution at all business forums pertaining to transit and trade issues,
conferences and business exhibitions to further strengthen bi-lateral ties among the two countries.

D)

MEMBERSHIP CONSTITUTION

PAKISTAN CHAPTER
Total membership received in the year 2012-2013 was 242. The launch was a success and 35% of the total membership
was obtainedjust within one month i.e. July 2012 followed by 19% in August, 17% in September, 15% in October, 2% in
November and 1% in December 2012. In the beginning of 2013 the share was just 1% due to nearness of expiry date of
membership in March and initiation of renewal process in April.
2%

1% 1%

10%

15%

35%

17%

19%
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Jun-12
July-12
Aug-12
Sep-12
Oct-12
Nov-12
Dec-12
Jan-12

Karachi shared 60% of the total membership generated in the Year 2012-2013, followed by Peshawar that is 26% and
Chaman 11% as they shared border with Afghanistan. Other locations including Islamabad, Lahore, Multan, Gawadar&
Quetta shared 3% of the total membership.
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AFGHANISTAN CHAPTER
Total membership PAJCCI received during June December 2012 were 49 out of which 49% were concentrated in Kabul.
The launch was guided by membership committee in line with the devised action plan. Throughout the year, focus of
Executive committee was to enhance awareness and develop membership for the Chamber.
The process in Afghanistan is different from Pakistani regulation of membership expiry in March whereas renewed
status from April, they renew as per completion of membership for a year irrespective of the month or date. Therefore,
following illustration is only focussed upon closing of 2012.
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Finance & Audit Committee
Pakistan

Afghanistan

Junaid Esmail Makda
Chairman

Mohammad Daood Moosa
Chairman

Ghulam Sarwar Khan Mohmand

Nuzamudin Taj Zada

Engr. Daroo Khan
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Haji Hamayoon

A)

TERMS OF REFERENCE (TOR) FOR THE FINANCE & AUDIT COMMITTEE

During the first meeting, Terms of Reference (TORs) for the committee was developed with the mutual interaction of
both the chapters.
The Finance / Audit committee shall be empowered by the board to develop and recommend:
Procedures of Fund Raising
Allocation of Budgets
Carry out required Audit functionalities
Review and Report Financial Reporting to donors in accordance with the grant agreements and proper
compliance.
Review and Approve Financial Management system
Any other task to be given by the board.

B)

ACCOUNTING MANUAL

The Committee in the very first quarter worked out professional accounting manual detailing written procedures for the
accounting staff and internal controls for running the internal operations of PAJCCI's financial affairs. The manual was
approved in the Board and was circulated to each member for record.

C)

FUNDING SOURCE

PAKISTAN CHAPTER
During 2012, PAJCCI received funds from British High Commission as part of the Project Grant as the main source of
finances i.e. 80% in totality. The Membership of the Chamber was launched in June 2012 that constituted 6% of the total
whereas rest 13% was attained through offering services to members including Trade Delegation, Advertisement and
Visa Facilitation.
FUNDING SOURES

%

Project Grant

80%

Member Ship

6%

Other Servies

13%

Total Funding

100%

13%
6%

80%

Paroject Grant

Membership

Other Services
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AFGHANISTAN CHAPTER
During 2012, PAJCCI received funds from British High Commission as part of the Project Grant as the main source of
finances i.e. 97% in totality. The Membership of the Chamber was launched in June 2012 that constituted 3% of the total.

FUNDING SOURES

%

Project Grant

97%

Member Ship

3%

Total Funding

100%

3%

Grant
Membership
97%

D)

STATISTICAL REVIEW OF USAGE OF FUNDS

PAKISTAN CHAPTER
Out of the total fund inflow during the year, 70% of the finances were expended whereas remaining 30% resided as
surplus for the year.
%

USAGE OF FUND
Annual Fund

100%

Annual Expenditure

70%

Surplus

30%

30%
70%

Annual Fund
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100%

Annual Expenditure

Surplus

AFGHANISTAN CHAPTER
Out of the total fund inflow during the year, 79% of the finances were expended whereas remaining 21% resided as
surplus for the year.
%

USAGE OF FUND
Annual Fund

100%

Annual Expenditure

79%

Surplus

21%

21%
100%

79%

Annual Expenditure

Annual Fund

E)

Surplus

CATEGORICAL PROGRAM EXPENDITURES

The expenditure ratio per program or activity theme illustrates that apart from operational expenses the most important
element has been meetings and promotional or networking avenues. PAJCCI since inception has been critically
focussing on holding conferences and conducting cross-border research therefore remaining portion was expended on
those activities.
%

CATEGORICAL PROGRAM EXPENDITURE
Operational Expenditure

49%

Meetings and Promotional / Networking Avenues

36%

Annual Conference

9%

Research and Survey

4%

Publications

1.2%

Audit Fee and Certificates

0.7%

Total Expenditure

100%
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Advocacy & Advisory Committee
Pakistan

Afghanistan

Ghulam Sarwar Khan Mohmand
Chairman

Mohammad Yonass Momand
Chairman

Abdul Qayum Khalil

Haji Atiqullah Mominzada

Haji Abdul Qayum Kakkar

Gul Padshah
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A)

TERMS OF REFERENCE (TOR) FOR THE ADVOCACY & ADVISORY COMMITTEE

During the first meeting, Terms of Reference (TORs) for the committee was developed with the mutual interaction of
both the chapters.
The Advocacy and Advisory committee is to take a leading role during the development of PAJCCI and move to an
advisory role once the chamber is established. The Advocacy and Advisory committee shall be empowered by the board
to develop and recommend:
Advising on laws/policies/regulation for improvement by respective government with particular focus on
Afghan Transit Trade.
Developing contacts with key stakeholders and communicating with them as and when required.
Developing joint positions on issues faced by businesses in both the countries.

B)

APTTA 2010 REVIEW MEETING OF THE STAKEHOLDERS

The Board of Directors, at the second board meeting, instructed the Advisory committee to hold a meeting with
stakeholders across the border to discuss the Afghanistan-Pakistan Transit Trade Agreement (APTTA) 2010. The
purpose of the meetings was to gain feedback from the stakeholders on the challenges and barriers to conducting
business between Afghanistan and Pakistan, particularly in reference to APTTA, and to identify possible policy solutions
which may later be presented to competent authorities across the border for strategizing accordingly.
For the benefit of diverse stakeholders,PAJCCI also took an initiative of translating document of APTTA 2010 in Urdu,
Dari and Pushto and made it available online on PAJCCI's website (under Knowledge Center: Regulations).
Further to attain first hand feedback, directors of PAJCCI also visited border areas to identify difficulties and operational
situation. The visit helped PAJCCI in drafting relevant proposals for the betterment of systems at cross border.

C)

PAJCCI'S REPRESENTATION AT APTTCA MEETING

In context with PAJCCI's initiative to review APTTA 2010 for the mutual benefit of business entities in both the countries,
a review meeting of stakeholders was conducted across the border in September 2012. The feedback from stakeholders
was compiled into a draft report and presented during the third PAJCCI board meeting held in Kabul on October 9, 2012.
The board passed eight resolutions outlining recommendations for revisions to APTTA 2010 and amicably resolved
those issues which were pending since long between the two countries. With the foresight to sort out concerns of
business communities across the border, the board unanimously agreed on resolutions relating to the most pressing
issues of insurance and bank guarantees, responsibility of bonded carriers, installation of trackers and chips, relaxation
in detention charges with respect to Shipping, issues related to partial and delayed shipment, problems with respect to
physical inspection, hindrances in process of amendments and allowing Afghan trucks to reach Wagah border.
The resolutions were then presented in a form of unanimously agreed concept paper by the board members of PAJCCI
(from both the chapters) at the 3rd meeting of APTTCA held in Islamabad on October 11 and 12, 2012. As an outcome of
the deliberations held during APTTCA meeting, several pending issues were resolved in a congenial manner. The
committee also presented Tariff Rationalization and development of Export Houses as a long-run solution for enhancing
parallel trade and reducing trust deficit across the border.

D)

USAID MEETING ON IMPLEMENTATION OF APTTA AND TRANSIT TO CENTRAL ASIA

PAJCCI was invited to attend a conference on December 7, 2012 organized by USAID on the implementation of APTTA
and transit to Central Asia. The two-day conference was attended by staff from USAID Pakistan, USAID Afghanistan,
representatives from the USAID program Trade and Accession Facilitation for Afghanistan, Pakistan Customs, and
other relevant stakeholders. Mr. Zubair Motiwala shared with the participants the impetus in creating PAJCCI, its
mission, activities including trade delegation visits, and its efforts to strengthen bilateral ties between Pakistan and
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Afghanistan. He also discussed the forthcoming trade survey and the Economic Cooperation Conference. President
PAJCCI presented the APTTA resolutions passed unanimously by the PAJCCI board, the results of the October 2012
APTTCA meeting, and APTTA stakeholders meeting conducted by PAJCCI across the border. He further requested
USAID to support PAJCCI's mission in strengthening trade between Pakistan and Afghanistan.

E)

PAJCCI'S REPRESENTATION AT EU CONSULTATION MEETING WITH THE PRIVATE
SECTOR

The Delegation of the European Union to Pakistan (EU), as a part of its 2014-2020 Assistance Program, held national
consultation meetings with all major stake-holders to help prepare its forthcoming Pakistan policy. Faiza Nasir, Secretary
General-PAJCCI participated in the consultation meeting and elaborated upon inception of PAJCCI and its achievements.
She also delved upon items of mutual concerns between the countries and sought facilitation of EU in furthering the
enhancement of both bilateral and transit trade.

F)

PAJCCI'S PERSISTENCE TO REFORM BI-LATERAL VISA REGIME

Both Chapters have persistently followed up Ministry of Foreign Affairs in close coordination with representative
Embassies across the border for issuance of multiple visas with convenience for the business and trading community.
Due to continuous positive efforts of PAJCCI, Embassies and Consulates of both Pakistan and Afghanistan,till the
development of concrete policy framework in this context, ensured issuance of multiple visas on interim basis on the
recommendation of PAJCCI.
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APTTA 2010 Review Meeting of the
Stakeholders-September 6, 2012
in Khyber Pakhtoonkhwa
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Torkham Border Visit September 7, 2012
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PAJCCI'S MEETINGS WITH
OFFICIALS AND DIPLOMATIC MISSIONS
ACROSS THE BORDER

Dr. Tilo Klinner, German Consul General visited PAJCCI
Dr. Tilo Klinner, Consul General and Mr. Samy Saadi, First Secretary of the Federal Republic of Germany in Pakistan
visited PAJCCI in May 2012 with a motive to establish open communication lines between the two entities for mutual
benefit and development of strong regional trading block.
The directors of PAJCCI elaborated on the background of establishment of this unique Chamber and objectives of this
entity to facilitate bi-lateral trade between the two nations and to pave ways for peace process in the region. They also
shed light on impediments faced by the business communities across the border that are significantly affecting the
economies of both the countries. They also voiced the concerns that it is vital for this Chamber to receive support and
feedback from all esteemed entities like German Consulate in order to strengthen the regional block.
Dr. Klinner established that their general interest is in strengthening regional trade and supporting stabilization process
in Afghanistan as a means to the end. He highlighted that significance of this Chamber would be to get the APTTA rules
and processes streamlined for the greater interest of all stakeholders involved. He also contemplated role of PAJCCI as
vital in ensuring stable Afghanistan.

Deliberations with Mr. Munir Qureshi, Secretary, Ministry of Commerce, Pakistan
Directors of PAJCCI along with delegation from Afghanistan comprising of governmental officials and representatives
from private sector met Mr. Munir Qureshi to deliberate upon issues of mutual concerns and to seek support of
competent authority in resolutions of the same. The meeting was held in July 2012 where office bearers of KCCI,
representatives from British High Commission and Afghan Consulate were also present.
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Zubair Motiwala, President PAJCCI opened the session by stating that, “Pakistan and Afghanistan in actuality are one
land, there is no border, our heart beats together, we have common language and religion therefore having an effective
and strong bi-lateral relationship is not a far cry”. He further elaborated that the significance of this platform is such
where business communities across the border are getting an equal opportunity of representation. He raised issues
related to Afghan Transit Trade and expressed initiative of PAJCCI's governing body to review APTTA 2010 for the mutual
benefit of business entities in both the countries. He articulated that inputs and reservations from both the sides of the
border will then be presented to the respective Ministries in both the countries for devising proper reforms. He
reinforced that duty structure may be reviewed in order to provide an equal chance to Pakistani businessmen to compete
effectively.
M. Yonass Momand, Head of Afghan delegation and VP, PAJCCI- Afghan Chapter commended efforts of PAJCCIPakistan Chapter in providing them with the promised platform to rejuvenate the business ties between the two nations.
He emphasized that Afghanistan is a land of opportunities and they will be glad to see Pakistani businessmen capitalizing
them in upcoming future. He believed that the two countries are very close and respective business communities are
critically eager to do trading and joint ventures with each other especially in the field of construction and engineering.
Engr. Daroo Khan Achakzai, VP, PAJCCI- Pakistan Chapter highlighted role of this chamber as significant in Border Trade
Facilitation and sought support of Ministry to further strengthen this entity in facilitating the businesses across border.
Zia Sarhadi, Director PAJCCI also elaborated on the challenges drawn due to ineffective execution of APTTA agreement
which has resulted in unemployment and major business loss at the border. Mian Abrar Ahmad, President KCCI
focussed upon the efficacy of strengthening regional trade for the greater good of not only neighbouring countries but
also for Europe and USA as it also opens an increasingly beneficial market for their products.
Daood Mossa, Director PAJCCI, deliberated upon legal stature and stance behind formation of this Chamber and briefed
that this entity is duly licenced by the respective ministries in both the countries. He stressed that this formation is not
only legal but is highly needed keeping in view the desires of business communities across the border. He further
requested that APTTCA meetings must be regularized and should be conducted as per schedule as it provides a very
important platform for sharing of feedback
Atiqullah Momizada, VP, PAJCCI- Afghan Chapter commented that we are called separate countries but this is not the
case. The business relations will further strengthen the bi-lateral ties and an upcoming PAJCCI's trade delegation from
Pakistan to Afghanistan will be a good example in this context.
Mr. Munir Qureshi after receiving the comprehensive inputs from the floor consolidated that the focus should greatly be
on strategizing and what should be done to improve the trade ties. He applauded the efforts of PAJCCI's Executive body
in taking this initiative and ensured support from Ministry as and when needed. He deliberated that reforms can be
devised but efforts from both ends is a necessity. He further welcomed draft and proposal on APTTA agreement and
expressed that after submission a meeting may be called at Ministry of Commerce for further discussion and most
importantly to strategize effectively. He believed that keeping statistics in view the trade loss between the two countries is
increasing and benefits are derived by other countries. It is high time to see through this issue and an urgent action plan
may be installed with a positive perspective.
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H.E. Syed Qaim Ali Shah, Chief Minister Sindh assured full support to PAJCCI
Directors of PAJCCI along with delegation from Afghanistan called upon H.E. Chief Minister of Pakistan in July 2012. The
delegation was led by Mohammad Zubair Motiwala, President PAJCCI.
H.E. Syed Qaim Ali Shah appreciated role of PAJCCI in significantly promoting the bilateral links between the two
countries in such a short span of time. He iterated that the first delegation of this Chamber has opened several avenues
for the business community across the border and it is expected that both the countries would be able to enhance their
trade volume through this platform.
Speaking on the occasion, President PAJCCI briefed that vehement response of business community across the border
towards membership launch of Pakistan Afghanistan Joint Chamber of Commerce and Industry (PAJCCI) is an
indication that bi-lateral relations may be strengthened significantly through this platform. He further informed about
PAJCCI's efforts in paving ways for joint ventures and common investment activities between the two neighboring
countries.
Afghan delegates reinforced that between the two nations where religion, culture and language are similar; the business
partnerships are highly likely. They believed that in the sector of power and energy the joint investments will prove
significantly instrumental. They expressed that 80% of Afghan market is supported by exports from Pakistan and further
penetration will reinforce the bi-lateral ties.
The Afghan delegation expressed pleasure on the support extended by PAJCCI-Pakistan and most importantly was
impressed with the hospitality of honourable Chief Minister, Mr. Qaim Ali Shah.
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PAJCCI's Delegation visited Pakistan Embassy in Kabul
Under leadership of President PAJCCI, the first hi-level trade delegation from Pakistan visited Kabul in October 2012.
During the visit, H.E. Mohammad Sadiq, Ambassador of Pakistan in Kabul hosted a dinner in the honor of PAJCCI's
Board members and Pakistani delegation at Pakistan Embassy in Kabul. Mr. A. Hossain Faheem, Chairman ACCI was
also present at the event. The delegates were given tour of the Embassy building and made aware of the historical
transformation and rejuvenation of this building. Upon request of Junaid Makda, Director PAJCCI honorable
Ambassador agreed to dedicate space for the display centre at the Embassy for the Pakistani traders that will provide
exposure to the Pakistani businesses in Afghanistan.
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PAJCCI's Delegation visited Officials and Afghanistan Chamber of Commerce & Industry
(ACCI) in Kabul
The first trade delegation of PAJCCI from Pakistan to Afghanistan along with PAJCCI Board met several important
institutions in Kabul. They were invited by Mr. Mozammil Shinwari, Deputy Minister of Trade, Ministry of Commerce and
Industry-Afghanistan. During the meeting, Deputy Minister for Trade highly appreciated role of PAJCCI in short span of
time and assured full support of Ministry towards PAJCCI's upcoming endeavors. PAJCCI Board also discussed
unanimously decided resolutions prepared during the board meeting pertaining to long pending issues related to APTTA
2010. Mr. Shinwari acknowledged and affirmed that efforts of private sector from the platform of PAJCCI are
commendable and would significantly complement ministries' efforts to devise appropriate policies.

The delegation later visited Afghanistan Investment Support Agency (AISA) whereby they were welcomed by H.E.
Wafiullah Iftikhar, President AISA. In the meeting, private sector representatives and Heads of Business Associations
were present to interact and discuss mutual engagements across the border. At this instance, President AISA agreed to
sign Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with PAJCCI for common business investments, joint ventures and
rejuvenating sick industrial units of Afghanistan. It was decided that this MoU will be developed in the meanwhile and will
be signed at the upcoming conference of PAJCCI to be held in January 2013 at Islamabad.
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Delegation was also invited by Afghanistan Chamber of Commerce and Industry (ACCI) where they interacted with
business community of Afghanistan and Directors of ACCI. Mr. A. Hossain Faheem, Chairman ACCI and Mr. Mohammad
Qurban Haqjo, CEO ACCI welcomed the delegates and also presented national mementos to them.
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President PAJCCI also met Mr. Abdul Qayoom Bassam, Director of Private Sector, Ministry of Agriculture, Irrigation and
Livestock to discuss common agro-business opportunities and deliberated upon joint support for the upcoming AgFair
in Afghanistan in November 2012 specially designed for different segments related to Agro-business.

PAJCCI's visit to US Embassy in Kabul
During the visit to Kabul, a team of US Consulate and USAID visited President PAJCCI to initiate preliminary discussion
pertaining to Pak-Afghan trade and transit.

Later Zubair Motiwala and other directors were also invited by US Embassy in Kabul. They were welcomed by Mr. Joel
Reifman, Senior Deputy Coordinating Director for Development and Economic Affairs; Ms. Karin McFarland, Trade
Development Officer USAID and Mr. Shante J. Moore, Deputy Economic Counselor. Zubair Motiwala explained the
motive of this establishment and shared the historical achievement of resolving the most critical issues faced by
businesses across the border pertinent to APTTA amicably at the recent board meeting in Kabul which will be presented
at upcoming 3rd APTTCA meeting to the Ministry of Commerce of both the countries.
He also sought support of US Embassy in facilitating the process of enhancing bi-lateral ties between the two countries
whereby Mr. Joel showed his confidence in the Executive body of PAJCCI and assured commitment and support by US
Embassy.

PAJCCI's Meeting with Fruits Association of Afghanistan
Under leadership of Khan Jan Alokozay, Co-President PAJCCI a meeting was convened with the Fresh and Dry Fruits
Association of Afghanistan. The agenda of the meeting was to discuss facilitation to be extended by PAJCCI to enhance
cross border trade. The association was very appreciative of the establishment of PAJCCI and applauded its role in
strengthening the bilateral ties. The Chairman of the Association assured close relationship with PAJCCI and
encouraged Association members to obtain membership of PAJCCI. They also showed commitment to use platform of
PAJCCI for expanding business deals with Pakistan.
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Establishment of Tri-Lateral Chamber of Commerce discussed by Consul General of Turkey
in a call-on meeting with President PAJCCI
H.E. Mr. Murat M. Onart, Consul General of Turkey in Karachi visited PAJCCI to establish and discuss the concept of
creating a triangular arrangement between the three countries (Pakistan, Afghanistan and Turkey) for strengthening the
regional trade relations. While acknowledging the role of PAJCCI on behalf of Turkish Ambassador in Pakistan, H.E. M.
Babur Hizlan, he added that Ambassador has keen interest in forming tripartite arrangement between Pakistan,
Afghanistan and Turkey therefore PAJCCI is an instrumental forum in this context.
The President of PAJCCI welcomed interest of Ambassador and extended invitation to Turkish Ambassador and Consul
General to an upcoming Economic Cooperation Conference of PAJCCI in January 2013 to further discuss this
opportunity in the presence of Afghan counterparts so that future strategies may be devised in this context. Zubair
Motiwala also communicated achievements of PAJCCI for facilitation of bi-lateral trade between the two nations that will
pave ways for peace process in the region. He also shed light on impediments faced by the business communities across
the border that are significantly affecting the economies of both the countries. He also voiced the concerns that it is vital
for this Chamber to receive support and feedback from all esteemed entities like Turkish Embassy and Consulates in
order to strengthen the regional block. President PAJCCI also elaborated upon the recent hi-level Trade Delegation of
Pakistani businesses to Afghanistan and highlighted opportunities available for doing business and trading in
Afghanistan.
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President PAJCCI met representatives from US Consulate, Karachi
The mutual need to have stabilized “Afghanistan” especially in form of trading and economic partner was discussed in
detail during a meeting of President PAJCCI with Mr. Jonathan T. Ward, Consul Economic and Commercial Affairs, Ms.
Kara Babrowski, Economic Officer and Malik Muhammad Attiq, Commercial Specialist from US Consulate General,
Karachi.
During the meeting recent visit to Afghanistan with high level, 31- member trade delegation from Pakistan in October
2012 was highlighted. He highlighted that the prime objective of this visit was to provide an opportunity to the business
community across the border to interact with each other for mutually beneficial bi-lateral economic deals. He mentioned
that significant business opportunities exist between the two countries and frequent visits in form of delegations and
participation in form of seminars and conferences will surely improve the bi-lateral relations.
At this platform, Zubair Motiwala also elaborated on the vision behind establishment of this chamber and stressed that
with the employment of appropriate measures the fruitful business outcomes may be attained between the two
countries. As the business potential across the border is estimated at $10bn but due to political upheavals and certain
policies it is currently hovering around $2.5bn only.
He further elaborated upon the historical decisions taken specifically with respect to APTTA 2010 during PAJCCI's 3rd
Board meeting, which were also presented jointly at the APTTCA meeting held in Islamabad in October, 2012.
He also informed the representatives of US Consulate regarding a joint trade survey that will be conducted between the
two countries and also a Joint Economic Co-operation Conference will be held in January 2013 deliberating on important
issues related to trade, investment, transfer of expertise and technology between the two nations.
Mr. Jonathan appreciated efforts of PAJCCI and ensured support on behalf of US Consulate in future endeavors. Further
to this, he also organized meeting of President PAJCCI with Linda Lourie, U.S. Embassy's Rule of Law Director for
discussing ways via which US government can support Pakistan-Afghanistan reconciliation through commercial
relations.
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Co-President PAJCCI's meeting with Pakistan Ambassador to Afghanistan
The meeting was held between PAJCCI Co-President, Khan Jan Alokozay and Pakistan Ambassador in Kabul, H.E. Mr.
Mohammad Sadiq at Ambassador House, Kabul. During the meeting, promotion of bilateral trade and issues faced by
traders of both the countries were discussed.
Co-President PAJCCI mentioned that enhancement of bi-lateral trade is
very important and would be beneficial for both the countries. The
problems and issues faced by Afghan traders in Pakistan were also
discussed in details. He further informed Ambassador regarding the
role of PAJCCI in resolving issues but also requested Ambassador for
his support in ensuring facilitation to Afghan traders in Pakistan.
Khan Jan Alokozay also requested that Pakistani Embassy should
extend multiple entry visa and more importantly for one year to Afghani
traders. H.E. Ambassador of Pakistan lauded role of PAJCCI and
assured that Pakistan Embassy will issue visa accordingly to all traders
on the recommendation of PAJCCI Kabul.

Other Visits

Marc Schliefer, Sr. Program Officer - CIPE meeting with Muhammad Zubair Motiwala,
President PAJCCI on October 22, 2012 at SBoI office

Marc Schliefer, Sr. Program Officer - CIPE visited PAJCCI Secretariat – Pakistan Chapter on October 23, 2012

H.E. Istvan Szabo, Ambassador of Hungary visited
PAJCCI Secretariat – Pakistan Chapter on December 5, 2012
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H.E. Emilian Ion, Ambassador of Romania visited
PAJCCI Secretariat – Pakistan Chapter on December 7, 2012

PAJCCI'S EVENTS AND BOARD MEETINGS

First Trade Delegation from Afghanistan
visited Pakistan (July 13-15, 2012)
After first quarter of its inception, PAJCCI organized a forum for Afghani businessmen to visit Pakistan in form of
delegation specifically at the time of “My Karachi Event” organized by Karachi Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KCCI)
in July 2012.
Head of Afghan delegation and Vice President, PAJCCI-Afghanistan Chapter, M. Yonass Mohmand complimented this
effort by saying that PAJCCI kept its promise and provided Afghani businessmen an opportunity to interact with
Pakistani businessman for transforming bi-lateral economic deals.
President PAJCCI welcomed the delegation at the Membership Kiosk of PAJCCI at “My Karachi” event and led the
networking activity of the delegation at the Expo Centre. The delegation visited other stalls at the exhibition and was
enthralled with the response shown by business community of Pakistan at the Membership kiosk of PAJCCI.
Atiqullah Mominzada, Vice President, PAJCCI-Afghanistan Chapter, appreciated the way KCCI has conducted this
exhibition by bringing together business community from across the region. He further established that from next year,
Afghani exhibitors will be in majority at this esteemed exhibition and also announced that the same platform will be
provided to Pakistani businessmen in Afghanistan. PAJCCI- Afghan Chapter also invited business delegation from
Pakistan on the same level in October 2012 in Kabul to consolidate the commitment to enhance bi-lateral ties across the
border.
During the visit, the delegation and PAJCCI Board members also met H.E. Syed Qaim Ali Shah -Chief Minister Sindh,
Managing Committee and Office Bearers of KCCI, and Mr. Munir Qureshi, Secretary Ministry of Commerce, Pakistan.
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Second Board Meeting of PAJCCI
The Second Board Meeting was held in Karachi on July 16, 2012 where it was decided to conduct a joint session of
Stakeholders to review APTTA 2010 for presenting in APTTCA meeting in October 2012.
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Second Trade Delegation from Pakistan
to Afghanistan October 7, 2012
The high level 31-member trade delegation led by President PAJCCI comprising of representatives from various
business segments of Pakistan visited Kabul in October 2012. Before departure, a Press conference in presence of the
delegates was also organized by PAJCCI in Karachi.

To welcome the delegation, Pakistan Afghanistan Joint Trade Delegation Meeting was held in Kabul where delegates
were provided platform to interact with the businessmen from their respective sectors, across the border. The delegates
from Pakistan were welcomed by Co-President PAJCCI, Khan Jan Alokozay followed by speeches of President PAJCCI Zubair Motiwala; Deputy Minister for Trade Ministry of Commerce & Industries Afghanistan - Mr. Mozammil Shinwari;
and Deputy Ambassador British Embassy Kabul - Mr. Nic Hailey. Mr. Wafiullah Iftikhar - CEO/ President-Afghanistan
Investment Support Agency (AISA) was also present at the event. Speakers marked this event as historic and
appreciated the initiative of PAJCCI and hoped that this will serve as a beginning to enhancement of bi-lateral ties
between the two nations.
At this platform, President PAJCCI elaborated on the vision behind establishment of this unique chamber and stated that
this is the first step towards strengthening the business relationship between the two neighboring states whereby the
business potential is estimated at $10bn but due to political upheavals and certain policies it is currently hovering around
$2.5bn only. He stressed that with the employment of appropriate fiscal measures, eradication of harassment by
involved agencies, rationalization of tariffs and by improving other allied governmental policies, the remarkable
achievements may be attained and this important trade delegation is a means to this vital purpose i.e. satiating the
mutual business desires of businesses across the border. Zubair Motiwala believed that this important breakthrough
and initiative of PAJCCI will support in eradicating the parallel trade and will significantly advance main stream business.
It will also help businesses on both the sides by resolving their common issues related to customs, transit trade,
smuggling and lack of trust with the help and commitment of PAJCCI's Executive body.
Motiwala also applauded Co-President PAJCCI for being fundamental force behind convincing H.E. Mr. Hamid Karzai to
extend the multiple business visa facility to Pakistani businessmen. The delegation was grateful to President Islamic
Republic of Afghanistan, H.E. Mr. Hamid Karzai, on such an important announcement which was a long standing
demand of the business community in Pakistan. This important step would facilitate the businesses in obtaining 6
months' multiple entry visa by Afghan Embassy on the recommendation by PAJCCI. President PAJCCI though requested
to further extend this facility to one-year and later to five-years making it easier for the business community to interact
across the border.
The Trade Delegation meeting was followed by B2B networking meeting amongst different business sectors giving
platform to all delegates to explore common business opportunities available in Afghanistan. During the visit, delegation
also met H.E. Mohammad Sadiq -Ambassador of Pakistan in Kabul, Mr. A. Hossain Faheem - Chairman ACCI, Mr.
Mohammad Qurban Haqjo - CEO ACCI, Mr. Mozammil Shinwari - Deputy Minister of Trade and Industry - Ministry of
Commerce and Industry Afghanistan, H.E. Wafiullah Iftikhar-President / CEO -Afghanistan Investment Support Agency
and representatives from other ministries. This delegation was the leap forward towards the enhancement of bi-lateral
ties between the two countries and has paved ways for others to take initiative and follow suit for the greater benefit of
both the countries.
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Third Board Meeting of PAJCCI
The Third Board Meeting was held in Kabul on October 9, 2012 whereby members from both the sides under visionary
leadership of President and Co-President amicably resolved APTTA related issues which were pending since long
between the two countries. With the foresight to sort out concerns of business communities across the border, the board
unanimously agreed on 8 most important resolutions relating to the most pressing issues of insurance and bank
guarantees, responsibility of bonded carriers, installation of trackers and chips, relaxation in detention charges with
respect to shipping, issues related to partial and delayed shipment, problems with respect to physical inspection,
hindrances in process of amendments and allowing Afghan trucks to reach Wagah border.
These resolutions were also shared with Ministry of Commerce of both the countries and later were presented in a form
of unanimously agreed concept paper by the board members of PAJCCI (from both the chapters) at the 3rdmeeting of
APTTCA held in Islamabad on October 11 and 12, 2012.
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Made in Pakistan Exhibition in Kabul
Made in Pakistan Exhibition was held in Kabul on December 8 2012, as a collaborative venture between Pakistan
Afghanistan Joint Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Kabul Chamber of Commerce and Industry and Rawalpindi
Chamber of Commerce and Industry.
The major manufacturing and production companies of Pakistan participated in this huge exhibition where tremendous
response was shown by the Afghan business community. Co-President PAJCCI elaborated that motive of this exhibition
was to bring both the nations at one platform and ensure regional peace and prosperity. He stressed that it is time that
Government should facilitate de-politicization of the business as Pakistan and Afghanistan are the big markets for each
other and are also critically fundamental in the region.
H.E. Mohammad Sadiq, Ambassador of Pakistan in Kabul appreciated the support of PAJCCI in conducting such
remarkable events and stated that PAJCCI is the important source of facilitating peace and prosperity across the border.
Mr. Sadrudin, Deputy Minister - Ministry of Commerce and Industry - Afghanistan and H.E. Wafiullah Iftekhar, CEO /
President Afghanistan Investment Support Agency (AISA) were also present at the Exhibition and ensured full support
on behalf of both Government and Regulatory Entities towards such initiatives of PAJCCI.
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TESTIMONIALS

From British High Commission (BHC):
The Center for International Private Enterprise (CIPE) strengthens democracy around the globe through private
enterprise and market-oriented reform. With the assistance of the British High Commission in Islamabad, CIPE has been
pleased to provide institutional support to the Pakistan-Afghanistan Joint Chamber of Commerce and Industry, to help
launch and build the capacity of this important organization. In a short time, PAJCCI has already made valuable
contributions to stronger relations between these two countries through business and trade.

From Members:
Mr. Afaq Jamal, Partner, Al-Rahman Enterprises
I would like to take this opportunity to express my heartfelt thanks to PAJCCI for its
tremendous involvement and support towards concerns related to Afghan Transit Trade.
I greatly appreciate Pakistan Afghanistan Chamber of Commerce for working together
hand-in-hand with clearing agents and other relevant stakeholders. Again, thanks so
much for the enthusiastic participation, favourable support and excellent coordination
with all of us. I hope PAJCCI will continue to deliver the same.

Mr. Allauddin Abbasey, Managing Director, N.A. Thakur
Enterprises
Without any doubt, we greatly appreciate the efforts of PAJCCI in promoting the
business between the two countries. They are adding value by providing and circulating
information about governmental policies and trade opportunities to its members on
regular basis.

Mr. Muzammil Akhlaq, Proprietor, Golden Enterprises
PAJCCI is no doubt a necessity at this point in time. We all look forward to have great
business opportunities to be explored and worked upon. So far the efforts made in this
regard have been fruitful and in the days to come it has every potential to deliver to the
Afghan and Pakistan business community, the true platform for meeting mutual
business requirements.
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STATISTICAL CONTEXT:
TRENDS IN PAKISTAN-AFGHANISTAN
TRADE - 2012

Keeping statistical context in view as identified during PAJCCI's first survey, following are the critical trade indicators.
The detailed survey is available in English, Urdu, Dari and Pushto online on http://pajcci.com/survey.aspx.

Pak-Afghan Bilateral Trade
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From the lens of Pakistan:Top 7 Pakistani imports from Afghanistan (FY07 vs. FY12)
Top 7 Import products in FY07
HS Code

$

% share*

$

% share*

Top 7 Import products in FY12
HS Code

From the lens of Afghanistan: Categorical Trade with Pakistan in FY12
Top 7 Afghan Imports from Pakistan in FY12
$

% share*
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Comparison of Top Afghani Imports in FY12
Top 7 Afghani
imports from the world - DSO data *

Top 7 Afghani import
from Pakistan - CSO data **

Top 7 Afghani import
from Pakistan - PBS data ***

T one oil

20% Cement

16%

Portland cement

12%
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10% Assorted food items
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Wheat and wheat flour

6%

Vegetable fat & its fractions

9%
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6%

Profiles

5%
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4%
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4%

Other Tub Pip/Hollow Prof, Ir/Steel

4%

Wheat and wheat flour

3%
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4%
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4%
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3%
3% Metal - I beam
Cement
* Representing 52% of total imports for the year - Memo: Total import in FY12 $6390 million
** Representing 59% of total imports for the year - Memo: Total import in FY12 $877 million
*** Representing 49% of total imports for the year - Memo: Total import in FY12 $2248 million
See Annexure II for more on data comparability issues

Comparison of Trade Data across Multiple Sources
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HAROON ZAKARIA & COMPANY
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Continuation Sheet................

1984, and are in agreement with the books of account and are further in
accordance with accounting policies consistently applied;

(c)

(ii)

The expenditure incurred during the year was for the purpose of the
Company's business; and

iii)

The business conducted, investments made and the expenditure incurred
during the year were in accordance with the objects of the Company;

in our opinion and to the best of our information and according to the explanations
given to us, the balance sheet, income and expenditure account and cash flow
statement, together with the notes forming part thereof conform with approved
accounting standards as applicable in Pakistan and, give the information required by
the Companies Ordinance, 1984, in the manner so required and respectively give a
true and fair view of the state of the Company's affairs as at June 30, 2013 and of the
surplus and its cash flows for the year then ended; and

(d)

In our opinion no Zakat was deductible at source under the Zakat and Ushr
Ordinance, 1980.
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Note
5

INTANGIBLE ASSETS
Domain registration
Hosting charges

5.1

5.1

Amortization on intangible assets has not been recorded for the current
period as these have been purchase near to year end.

OTHER RECEIVABLE
- Considered good
10,800

Receivable from KCCI

7

CASH AND BANK BALANCES
Cash in hand

5,243
1,764,721
1,769,964

Cash at bank - current account

8

GENERAL FUND
Subscription from first directors
Surplus transferred from income and expenditure account

9

9,000
90,000
99,000
33.33

Rate %

6

2012
Rupees

275,000
28,750
303,750

GRANT FROM CIPE
Grant received during the period
Transfered to income and expenditure account

8.1

8.1

5,310,777
(2,998,907)
2,311,870

The Company has been awarded grant by Centre For International Private Enterprise (CIPE) amounting to US $
205,690 (US dollar two hundred five thousand six hundred and ninety) for the development and implementation of
the project “Pakistan Afghanistan Joint Chamber of Commerce and Industry (PAJCCI) Phase-II” . The grant
received in current period amounting to US $ 57,366 (equivalent to Rs. 5,310,777) is initially recognized as
deferred income and is being transferred to income and expenditure account in the same period to the extent of
relevant expenses incurred by the company.Funds are disbursed by CIPE after assessment of estimation regarding
expenditures to be incurred, submitted by PAJCCI.
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT

The Board of Directors
Pak-Afghan Joint Chamber of Commerce and Industries (PAJCCI)
Kabul, Afghanistan

Report on the Financial Statements
We have audited the accompanying financial statements of PAJCCI, which comprise the balance
sheet as at December 31, 2012, and the income statement, statement of changes in equity and cash
flows statement for the year then ended, and a summary of significant accounting policies and other
explanatory information.
Management’s Responsibility for the Financial Statements
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial statemants
in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards, and for such internal control as
management determines is necessary to enable the preparation of financial statements that are free
from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
Auditor’s Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit. We
conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing. Those standards
require that we comply with ethical requiremnets and plan and preform the audit to obtian
reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free from material misstatement.
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and
disclosures in the financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgment,
including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether
due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control
relevant to the entity’s preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in order to
design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of
expressing an opinion on the effecticeness of the entity’s internal control. An audit also includes
evaluating the appropriateness of accounting polices used and the reasonableness of accounting
estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial
statements.
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We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis
for our audit opinion.
Opinion
In our opinion, the financial statements present fairly, in all materail respects, the financial position
pf PAJCCI as at December 31, 2012, and its financial performance and its cash flows for the year
then ended in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards.

Dynamic Vision
Audit & Financial Services
04 November 2013
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PAKISTAN OFFICE:
1st Floor, KCCI Building, Aiwan-e-Tijarat Road,
Off. Shahrah-e-Liaquat, Karachi-74000,
Islamic Republic of Pakistan
Tell: + 92-21-99218024-7
Fax: +92-21-99218028
Email: info@pajcci.com

AFGHANISTAN OFFICE:
Chaman-e-Huzuri,
Next to Kabul Nandari, Kabul,
Islamic Republic of Afghanistan
Tel: +93-78 160 80 60
Fax: +93-77 610 01 66
Email: info@pajcci.com

www.pajcci.com

